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Signal and Telecom

Signalling

For safer, efficient and faster train operation, modern signalling
systems such as Multi Aspect Colour Light Signalling  (MACLS), Panel
Interlocking (PI), Route Relay Interlocking (RRI), Solid State Interlocking
(SSI), Automatic Block Signalling, Block Proving by Axle Counter, etc.
play a vital role. Great thrust has also been given in enhancing safety of
signalling system through provision of Track Circuiting at stations, Data
Loggers and Second Distant Signal. Measures are also being taken to
improve safety at level crossing gates by providing interlocking,
telephones, etc., at manned level crossing gates.

Comparative position of each item as on March 31, 2005
vis-a-vis last year, is as follows:

(in units)
Installation As on 31.3.2004 As on 31.3.2005

Tokenless Block Working
(No. of Block Sections) 1,671 1,749
Automatic Block Signalling
(Track kms.) *3,009 3,095
Multiple Aspect Colour Light
Signalling (No. of stations) 3,508 3,820
Panel Interlocking (No. of stations) *2,431 2,718
Solid State Interlocking (No. of stations) 45 73
Route Relay Interlocking (No. of stations) *197 203
Safety devices at level crossings:

(a) Interlocking at level crossings *7,006 7,331
(b) Telephones at manned level

crossings *14,953 15,333
(c) Lifting barriers at level crossings 7,290 7,557

Track Circuiting:
(a) FM-FM on run through lines (No. of stations)4,355 4,587
(b) FM-FM on loop lines (No. of stations) 2,940 3,045
(c) FM-BSL (No. of stations) *3,516 3,759

Block Proving by Axle Counter
(No. of Block Sections) 296 443
Second Distant Signal (No. of Sections) 999 1,015

*revised

Telecommunication
A reliable telecom network is essential for efficient functioning of

the Railways  as it plays an important role in train control, operation,
safety and during emergency.

Nationwide Broadband OFC Telecom Network:
RailTel Corporation was set up in Sept.,2000 to modernize

Railways’ train control, operational & administrative telecom facilities
and create a nationwide broadband telecom and multimedia network
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to supplement national infrastructure and exploit surplus capacity to
earn revenue. Optic Fibre Cable Communication (OFC) is being
provided in lieu of the conventional copper quad cable and overhead
alignment territories for improving control communication.  It has been
planned by RailTel to provide OFC on 40,000 route kms. on IR. Out
of this, OFC has been commissioned on more than 22,400 route kms.
OFC connectivity between four metros  and four  mini metros has
since been achieved besides 185 other important cities and 2,092
stations have also been linked with OFC.

It is also planned to provide cyber cafe at all important railway
stations. In phase-I, 82 stations will be covered with 42 cyber cafes at
important stations by March, 2006. By marketing surplus bandwidth
and other infrastructure, RailTel has earned revenue of Rs.35 crore
during 2004-05.

Mobile Train Radio Communication (MTRC):
  Global Service Mobile (GSM) based MTRC system is being

introduced on ’Á’, ‘B’ & ’C’ routes of IR to set up communication
between train crew and stationary operating staff such as Station Master,
Controller, field maintenance staff, etc. to facilitate operations and
maintenance related communication and to meet emergency
communication requirements for enhancing safety. Railways have
sanctioned works to cover  a  total of 3,200 route kms. on  Eastern,
East Central, Northern, North Central, and Northeast Frontier Railways.

Railways’ V-SAT Hub:
IR is planning to commission its own V-SAT hub at New Delhi,

which will facilitate the connectivity from the remote FOIS locations
using V-SAT terminals throughout the country. At present, 220 remote
sites are planned for connectivity for FOIS network of IR. The V-SAT
communication provides point to point connectivity and is highly
suitable in the remote areas and the system has the capacity and potential
to meet voice and data communication requirements from a remote
spot (lacking in telecom infrastructure) in case of emergencies.

Switching and Data Network:
 Railways are replacing old analogue exchanges with digital electronic

exchanges to improve the quality of switching and to reduce the
maintenance efforts. During the year, a total of 38,469 subscribers were
connected to digital electronic exchanges bringing the total such
subscribers to 2,74,034.

All the zonal and divisional exchanges of IR are being integrated for
seamless connectivity with uniform STD scheme for improved services
by providing 2 MB connectivity. Broadband connectivity of 2 MBPS
is being increasingly provided between divisional and zonal headquarters
for high speed link needed for various IT applications like Railnet, PRIME,
AFRES, MIS, etc. To improve reliability and to effect savings, data
circuits required for on-line applications like PRS, UTS and FOIS are
being transferred to OFC network.
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Passenger Amenities:
In order to provide improved passenger amenities, microprocessor

based Public Address Equipment, having synthesized voice for better
audibility, has been provided at 86 stations. Electronic Train Indicator
Boards have been provided at 32 stations.  In addition, Interactive Voice
Response System has been provided at 63 stations during the year.

The progress achieved in installation of modern telecom equipment,
is as follows:

(in units)
Installation As on 31.3.2004 As on 31.3.2005

Digital Electronic Exchanges
(No. of Lines) 2,35,565 2,74,034
No. of Control Sections
provided with Dual Tone
Multiple Frequency (DTMF) control
equipment *292 292
Digital Microwave (7  GHz)
(Route kms.) 7,093 7,093
Control communication through
wireless (18 GHz) (Route kms.) 989 989
Mobile Train Radio Communication
System (Route Kms.) 1,686 1,686
Optical Fibre Cable Communication
(OFC) System for Control
Communication--(Route kms.) 16,089 22,423
Microprocessor-based Public Address
System (No. of stations) 588 674
Electronic Train Display Boards
(No. of stations) 363 395
Interactive Voice Response System
for train enquiry/reservation status
(No. of stations) 365 428

* revised and figure reduced due to re-arrangement of sections due to formation of new
divisions in 2004-05.


